CONSERVATION
SAFARIS
ONCE IN A LIFETIME EXPERIENCES
THAT POSITIVELY IMPACT THE
CRITICAL ECOSYSTEM, WILDLIFE
AND LOCAL MAASAI COMMUNITY.

Campi ya Kanzi was founded with the intention to provide
support to the local Maasai community by proving that
protecting natural resources could positively benefit their
livelihoods.
4 years later, the founders created the Maasai Wilderness
Conservation Trust (MWCT) to further expand this passion
project.
____
Not only will you be staying in a beautiful ecolodge
nestled in Hemingway’s ‘Green Hills of Africa’ but
now you can participate first-hand in the work done
on the ground by MWCT to preserve 283,000 acres
of wilderness & the diverse wildlife, while supporting
the local Maasai community.

SIMBA

SCOUT
SAFARI
Led by MWCT Simba Scouts & Lion Researcher
Available throughout the year
3 days & 4 guests maximum
$1,000 per person
Drive out to check GPS clusters of lion data and learn how
Simba Scouts identify areas where lions have eaten or rested.
Enjoy guided drives with a Lion Researcher to learn how to
identify physical traits of different lions within the area.
Experience first-hand a day in the life of an MWCT Community
Ranger by participating in anti-poaching patrols and learn how
to use the tools they work with to monitor and protect the area.

Led by Lion Researcher & collaring team
Available once a year - February 2019
1- 3 days & 2 guests maximum
$10,000 per person
An extremely unique & meaningful
opportunity for any guest that wants the
experience to witness real conservation
work first hand in the field.
Learn how MWCT uses the data from the
collars to help mitigate human-wildlife
conflict and protect both the community
and the lion population.

LION
COLLARING
SAFARI

Get a front row seat at all of the action,
from the preparations to the actual
mission of collaring a lion. Be armed
with patience, as it is easier said than
done! The mission is done at night, from
dusk to dawn.

Led by the MWCT Aerial Census team
Available twice a year - October & April
1 guest maximum
$4,000 per person

AERIAL

An early wake up call and briefing at the
airstrip with the MWCT team and pilots.
Guests will be taught how the census works,
which species are being counted and how each
role of every member works together to gather
the most accurate data. You will get in the
co-pilot seat and carry out the mission, which
entails up to 6 hours of (low level) flying.

CENSUS

WILDLIFE

SAFARI

BOOK YOUR

DREAM SAFARI
CONTACT LUCA@MAASAI.COM FOR MORE INFO

MAASAIWILDERNESS.ORG

MAASAI.COM

